LET YOURSELF BE INSPIRED
From timeless classics to the latest trends, whether you want to create a relaxing or vibrant environment, °STELPRO offers the
largest colour assortment on the market. Let your imagination run wild!

STANDARD COLOURS

WHITE

SOFT WHITE

W

SW

OPTIONAL COLOURS*

ANODIZED
ALUMINUM PAINT

GRAVEL GREY

CHARCOAL

ESPRESSO

BLACK

ALMOND

GG

CHAR

ES

BK

A

CAP

10% premium on the product and $50 set up charge.

OPTIONAL PLUS COLOURS**

MIDNIGHT BLUE

DENIM BLUE

TURQUOISE

MOSS GREEN

CANARY YELLOW

ORANGE

RED

MB

DB

TQ

MG

Y

O

R

10% premium on the product and $200 set up charge.

SPECIAL FINISHES
ANODIZED
ALUMINUM

STAINLESS STEEL

CA

SS

Availability and price depending on models.

CUSTOM COLOURS

YOUR HEART IS SET ON ANOTHER COLOUR?
WE CAN REPLICATE ANY COLOUR!
Contact customer service to find out more.

* Certain models are offered standard in these colours (ex. SHU Series in Charcoal). In such cases the colour premium and set up charge do not apply.
** Certain models are offered standard in these colours (ex. SGH and SCH Series). In such cases the colour premium and set up charge do not apply.
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°STELPRO reserves the right to modify description, manufacturing specifications or prices without prior notice. The premium applies to all painted units, no matter if there are different models
of units or different colours. The set up charges are applicable for each ORORA or custom colour ordered. For further details on custom colours, whether chart or off-chart, contact your sales
representative or customer service. These colours are only reproduced for information purposes. They may differ from the real colours. Some of them are metallic and cannot be accurately
reproduced in print. Returns are not accepted for orders of products with optional colours. For all the latest models and updated prices, please refer to our website at www.stelpro.com.

